
 

 

NAAC DVV CLARIFICATION 

 

Metric No. Parameter 

2.1.2 

Percentage of seats filled against reserved categories (SC, ST, OBC 

etc.) as per applicable reservation policy for the first-year admission 

during the last five years. 

 

2.1.2.1 Number of actual students admitted from the reserved categories year wise 

during last five years (Exclusive of supernumerary seats) 

HEI Input: 

2022-23 2021-22 2020-21 2019-20 2018-19 

321 274 195 177 191 

 
2.1.2.2 Number of seats earmarked for reserved category as per GOI/ State Govt rule 

year wise during the last five year. 

HEI Input: 

2022-23 2021-22 2020-21 2019-20 2018-19 

395 355 355 291 333 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

DVV Clarification HEI Response 

HEI to provide copy of letter from the state 

or Central Government indicating the 

reserved categories as per the state rules (in 

English as applicable) 

As per the DVV suggestions, HEI has 

provided the copy of letter issued by state 

government indicating the reserved 

categories to be considered as per the state 

rule (in English) 

HEI to provide number of seats reserved for 

different categories for each year 

As per the DVV suggestions, HEI has 

provided the number of seats year wise 

earmarked for the reserved categories for all 

the five years 

HEI to provide admission record submitted to 

the state OBC, SC and ST cell for first year 

students with seal and signature of the 

principal. 

As per the DVV suggestions, HEI has 

provided attested admission record submitted 

to the state OBC, SC and ST cell for first 

year students. 

 

LIST OF DOCUMENTS UPLOADED 

S.No. CONTENTS LINK 

Certificate of Head of the Institution VIEW 

1. Copy of letter issued by state govt. or Central 

Government indicating the reserved categories to 

be considered as per the state rule (in English as 

applicable) 

VIEW 

2. Number of seats year wise earmarked for the 

reserved categories 
VIEW 

3. Admission record submitted to the state OBC, SC 

and ST cell every year of the students (first year 

admission)  
VIEW 

 

https://velammalitech.edu.in/wp-content/uploads/2024/07/DVV-2.1.2.pdf
https://velammalitech.edu.in/wp-content/uploads/2024/07/2.1.2-TN-Gazette.Signed.pdf
https://velammalitech.edu.in/wp-content/uploads/2024/07/Reserved-category-list.pdf
https://velammalitech.edu.in/wp-content/uploads/2024/07/2.1.2-FORM-B-page.pdf

